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Watch this webinar from Kyle DeWitt, ScanSource's VP of Technical Services, and learn how
current events are driving digital transformation in our schools.

JUST TEN MINUTES 

 
 

BOOSTING STUDENTS' WI-FI ACCESS DURING
THE PANDEMIC

With Aruba’s help, the California State Transportation
Agency, the City of Sacramento, and the Sacramento
Regional Transit District are turning buses into free
wireless super hotspots in communities with limited
internet access during the COVID-19 crisis.

A CARING CONNECTION 

 

 

DESIGNING CLASS-LEADING SECURITY
SOLUTIONS FOR EDUCATION

To fully understand how technology can create safer
learning environments, it’s important to consider the
many security challenges facing schools today.
Learn more about how focusing on AOIs (areas of
interest) can boost school safety.

TAKE THE CRASH COURSE 

 

 

ADD FLEXIBILITY TO CLASSROOM
COLLABORATION

Providing network flexibility and smart features—at an
affordable price—is critical to meeting today’s
classroom needs. Barco's wePresent offers both wired
and wireless options, plus annotation tools, virtual
whiteboarding, and more, for tailored setups.

KEEP LEARNING FLEXIBLE 

 

LET’S TALK DISTANCE LEARNING WITH CISCO

Whether it’s providing the network infrastructure
needed to support millions of students, building
security into every solution, or designing
technologies that connect and engage students,
Cisco is uniquely poised to help make distance
learning a reality.
 

LEARN VIRTUALLY 

 

PROTECT STUDENTS WITH PANASONIC I-PRO
 

The tools used to keep schools’ staff and students
safe must be an asset, not a liability. That’s why
Panasonic i-PRO has created a lineup of security
solutions that can deliver prevention over evidence.
 

SEE THE SAFETY SOLUTIONS 

 

COLLABORATION SOLUTIONS OPTIMIZED FOR
EDUCATION

Jabra understands educational needs, and its
products are regularly listed on government
contracts. Jabra headsets and speakerphones are
designed to meet teacher, student, and
administrator needs for everything from online
testing to wireless mobility.
 

GET STARTED TODAY 

 

EASING DISTRICT COMMUNICATIONS WITH A
FEATURE-RICH PHONE SYSTEM

The Lovejoy Independent School District, comprised
of six campuses just north of Dallas, was looking for a
reliable, easy-to-use phone system. Mitel answered
with a solution that increased safety and improved
collaboration across all campuses.

DIAL UP EFFECTIVE SIMPLICITY 

 

THE NEW WORKFORCE CHALLENGE:
TRAINING DIGITAL NATIVES

 
In this Zebra blog article, explore the strategies
needed to engage younger, more technologically
advanced employees and to adapt on-the-job
education methods to fit millennials' needs.
 

GET THE 411 

 

 

 
Each month, we’ll feature different guests from the technology industry, along with our take
on hot (or not …) headlines floating around your newsfeed. Join our hosts, Ian Thompson
and Phillip Heaton, for a new episode each month. 

TUNE IN TODAY 

 
 

 

SOLUTIONS FOR A
COLLABORATIVE CLASSROOM

 

 

PROTECT YOUR CAMPUS
NETWORK WITH

CYBERPOWER UPS SYSTEMS

 
 

UNLEASH YOUR POTENTIAL
AND ACHIEVE MORE

 

 

CHECK OUT LOGIC
CONTROLS' NEW KITCHENGO

TICKET SOLUTIONS 

 
 

INTELLIGENT VIDEO-
SURVEILLANCE SOLUTIONS

FOR EDUCATION
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